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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35057 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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harto
In Colombia, tired or jarta means very full, full, sated, satisfied, ahito, crowded, empachado or also drunk.  It also means
exhausted, tired, upset, tired, bored, annoyed.   It is also used as adverb of quantity: enough, very, too.

hartón
In Colombia it is a variety of banana, which is produced on the Atlantic Coast and is characterized by being large (long
and robust) and thick-peeled.  It also means gluttonous, sweet tooth, comelón, tragón, jartón, who eats too much. 

harvard
It is a surname of English origin.  Surname of English clergyman who gave name to a university in the United States,
called John Harvard.  Name of a very prestigious private university in the United States and located in Cambridge,
Massachusetts.  Name of several cities in the United States, located in the States of Illinois, Nebraska and
Massachusetts.  Name of an asteroid, named after the University. 

hasa
It is a military grade used in Korea for non-commissioned officers. The degree is lowest of all and would be more or less
to a sergeant in the West.

hasai
In medieval folklore and mythology Jewish, a lively being made from inanimate matter ( normally mud, clay or a similar
material, ) It is usually a stone Colossus and are called the Golem. Tradition States that Hasai became a monk and he
could control his fury. It now lives quietly alone in the mountains, away from everyone, but still has its force of golem and
wisdom of monk.

hashapatas
hashapatas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hostesses" still its meaning:<br>The correct term is
hostesses. They are thus called in Colombia to the auxiliary's flight, aeromozas, cabineras, crew or ladies who attend
the passengers on an airplane.

hasi
It is the Basque acronym for Herri Alderdi Sozialista Iraultzailea (Socialist People's Revolutionary Party).  Hasi in Basque
means Start.

haso
It is a word of Guarani origin that means boring, tired,.   It can also mean rotten. 

hassaleh
It is the name of a star that belongs to the Constellation Charioteer, It is called by the Chinese as "The first star of the
five chariots" and by the Arabs it is called Al Kab and Kabdihilinan. 

hassan
It is a name of Arab origin and means beautiful, beautiful, very attractive. It is also the name of several districts in cities
of Iran and of the India.



hasta
It is a preposition of our language that indicates final, term.  It can also denote exclusion or discrimination.

hasta el copete
It means tired, tired.  That he can no longer bear the situation.  That tolerance was exhausted.

hasta las bolas
It is a too vulgar expression employed by people fantoches and malhabladas to indicate to all its member introduced in
the sexual act.

hasta las tetas
The expression " up to teats " or " tetiado " used in Colombia and nothing has to do with breasts or balls.  Just want to
say that it is very full, that does not fit one more.  There is a Variant that we use, to the delight of those who do not want
to tell teta to what sucked of boys: " up flags ".  Full, tuquio, ful, filled, copado, full, crowded, crowded, crowded.

hasta las trancas
It means overdone, with many precautions, exceeded.  In Colombia deadlock, it is a piece of wood or wedge used to
secure doors.

hastiada
In Colombia to say bored, tired, it bothers, uncomfortable, nagged, full, satisfied, satisfied.

hastiante
It means it causes exhauste.  That tires, that annoys, impals.   Cansona, annoying, cloying.

hata
It was the name of a Japanese town in Nagano Prefecture, it is currently merged with Matsumoto.   It is also a Japanese
surname and the name of a Clan of emigrants.  It is also the name of a city in India, in the State of Uttar Pradesh.

hatajo
Group of wild or un tamed horses.  Herd of horses or pots.  Pots for the jaripeo.

hatar
The correct term is to tie, without h.  It means mooring.  Rolling.

hato
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains is an estate of many extension.  Latifundio.  Flock, livestock, Flock,
herd, vacada.

hatun
Hatun is incorrectly written and should be written as "Hatun or Hatun Ayllu." being its meaning:<br>Hatun or Hatun Ayllu
is the name of the lineage or panaca composed of the descendants of Pachacutec, ninth Cuzco.Su Inca name is
confused with the Inaca panaca, for being the mother of Pachacutec of this family group. This panaca played an
important political role in the times before the Spanish conquest. As the lineage of origin of the mother of Atahualpa, the



participation of its members was decisive in the war of succession Inca occurred after the death of Huayna Cápac

hatysa
It is one of the names of a star in the constellation Orion.  It was also called by the Arabs Nair al Saif, meaning "shining
sword" or "the brilliant of the sword".  By astronomers it was called ? Ori? Orionis or 44 Orionis.  Hattis or Hatys was one
of the names given to the Hittites. 

haudrietas
It was the name of a Religious Community founded in Paris by Etienne Haudry's wife, named Jeanne, in the 14th
century.  He was dedicated to caring for the poor and had a hospital.  They were called Nuns of the Assumption.  They
disappeared as a community after the French Revolution.  It is the Castellanization of the French word Haudriettes. 
Currently in Paris, within District 3 there is a street and a fountain that bear that name.

hausa
It is the name of a Chadico language and a language (Africa).  The Hausa language is the language of the Chadic
languages (Afroasiaticas).  It is also an African ethnic group of more than 70 million people.

haush
Name of a language spoken on the Big Island of Tierra del Fuego.  Likewise name of an Aboriginal people from the
same area.  They were also called mannekenks or aush. 

haustorio
It is a modification of a root or a hyphae, which allows a parasitic plant or a fungus to penetrate to its host to be able to
suck nutrients.

havdalá
It is the name of the Jewish ritual of blessed wine.  In Hebrew it means separation.  Announce the end of the seventh
day (Saturday or Saturday) and the arrival of a new week. 

havidabamente
havidabamente is incorrectly written, and should be written as "avidly" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is avidly.
You want to say forward with eagerness, with trouble, with greed.

havnia
It was the Latin name of the Danish city of Copenhagen.  It's also the name of an asteroid. 

hawaianas
It is a very simple type of nail, special to rest or walk on the beach.  They are also called sandals, flip flops or flip flops. 
It consists of sole and a small strap.  Plural of Hawaiian .  Women born in Hawaii.   They're from Hawaii.

hawái
Name of a Pacific Archipelago, which since 1959 is a State of the Union (United States).  They were formerly known as
the Sandwich Islands.  Name of the largest of the islands of this same archipelago.  Name of a locality in Anjaw District,
Arunachal Pradesh state, India.  Name of a song by Maluma. 



haxixina
It is the name of an alkaloid found in hashish or marijuana.  It is also called canabina or cannabina.  It means it comes
from hashish.

hay gato encerrado
Cat enmochilado is also used.  They are very Colombian colloquial expressions which mean that there is something
hidden or murky in the background.  Something that is not usually expected and generates surprise.  Surprising,
unexpected, deceit, trap, trick.  Something hidden that can affect us.

hayaca
It is a cake wrapped in leaves that contains corn and chicken or pork.  It is very similar to the Tamale.  It is typical in
many parts of Colombia and Venezuela.  Hallaca is also true.

hayden
It is a woman's or man's name meaning "hay valley" or also pagan.  It is of German origin, commonly used in North
America and has as its Haiden variant.  A variant of the surname Haydn is estimated.  Very common mistake for
designating the surname of an Austrian classical musician, whose true and real surname is Haydn (without the e) and
whose full name is Franz Joseph Haydn.  Name of an American actress whose full name is Hayden Lesley Panettiere . 
Name of a Canadian actor named Hayden Christensen.  Name of another Canadian actor named Hayden Chun Hay
Szeto.  Name of an American philosopher named Hayden White.  Surname of a deceased North American motorcyclist,
his full name was Nicholas Patrick Hayden and he was better known as Nicky Hayden. 

hayedo
Name given to a beech forest.  Place where bee trees abound. 

haz
In Botany is the name given to top or top of a leaf.  The part of back or down, is called underside.  The beam of the leaf
is usually darker and brighter than the underside.

hazaña
It's a way of calling it a heroic deed.  Fact that is characterized by a courageous and peculiar action.  Gesta, feat,
slaughter, epic, hombrada. 

hazar
It is the name of a Turkish tribe that lived in the vicinity of the Caspian Sea.  It is a name used in Turkey for men and
women interchangeably.  You can tradeucir wandering, nomadic.  It is also called Jazar or Jazaro.  

hazar
It is the name of a Turkish tribe who lived in the vicinity of the Caspian Sea.  It is a name used in Turkey for men and
women without distinction.

hazán
Person who directs the songs among the Jews.  It is also a surname of Arabic origin.  There is also Hassan and Jasan. 
Last name of Lucia Galán's ex-wife, the singer of Pimpinela, named Alberto Hazán.



hazes
Hazes ( thus with z ) It is a word of the English language, which means in Spanish you do ( thus with c, which is the
plural of get ). It means ray of light you see in the dark. They are also the internal parts of a leaf in a plant, wrong side of
the leaves. You do also is a bundle of fibers of any type, including grass roots. As you may see this word is polysemic.

hábito
In Colombia is synonymous with custom, use, usage, practice, routine, conduct, craze, fad, Vice, addiction.  It is also
used to designate the clothing that the religious use.  Clothing, dress, costume, costume.

hálito
It means breath, breath, breath, breathing, breathing.  Steam, vapour, emission, emanation.  Steam or vapour that emits
a thing .  Breath accompanied by steam or moisture. 

hámster
It is the name of a few small rodents of the family Cricetidae.  They are widely used as pets and have the appearance of
a slightly plump mouse.  The word is of German origin.

hánuman
It means the one with the jaw.  It's the same as Jánuman.  Monkey God adored by Hindus.   Rama's inseparable
companion.

háptica
Science of touch, of knowing how to touch.  Set of sensations neither visual nor auditory that perceives or experiences
an individual. 

hárbol
The correct term is tree, without H.  It is a large plant and woody trunk.

head hunter
These are English terms that mean headhunters.  People who are dedicated to discovering people of special or very
intelligent talents.  They literally mean brain hunting or head hunting. 

healer
It is an English word which means sorcerer, healer, healer, healer, shaman, herbalist, yerbatero, physician traditional,
rezandero.

heater
It is a word of the English language, which means reverberatory melting furnace, heater, heater, stove.

hebdómada
It is one of the ways to call a week.  Period of time that equals seven days or seven years.  For the period of seven
years, seven years is also used.

hebe



In Greek mythology she was the goddess of Youth.  Daughter of Zeus and Hera.  He appears in La Líada and La
Odisea .  He had the power to rejuvenate the elderly and to age the children.  He had two children with Heracles
(Alexiares and Aniceto). 

hebefilia
It is the excessive attraction of old or mature men for girls or teenagers. 

hebilla
It is a general piece or some hard material that has articulated or movable nails, which serve to adjust a strap.  There
are also those that serve to hold the hair.  Brooch, fibula, pin, veneer. 

hebráico
It means relative to Hebrew culture.  Concerning the Hebrew traditions. 

hebre
In Barcelona, Catalonia, it is the name of a Home for people with intellectual disabilities.  The full name is Llar
Residáncia Hebre and belongs to the Apip-acam Foundation.

heces fecales
It means manure, excrement, poop, shit, poop, rail.

hech
It is the abbreviation used to refer to the Books of the Holy Bible, Acts of the Apostles.  It can also appear as Hech.

hechicera
Woman who is dedicated to making potions, concoctions, haunts or sorceries.  It's synonymous with witch.

hechicero
It means sorcerer, magician, person who practices sorcery, magic or witchcraft.  It can also mean that it captivates or
attracts by its beauty.  Attractive, charming, captivating, seductive, fascinating. 

hechiceros
Plural sorcerer.  It means sorcerer, magician, person who practices sorcery, magic or witchcraft.  It can also mean that
they captivate or attract for their beauty.  Attractive, charming, captivating, seductive, fascinating. 

hechisado
hechisado is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Bewitched" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Bewitched. It means the victim of a spell. Spellbound, Spellbound, lelo, atontado, effectuated, delighted, fascinated,
attracted, captivated, enticed.

hechiso
The correct term is spell, with z.  It means concoction, the work of the sorcerer or shaman.  Haunting, enchantment,
charm, seduction, spell.  Colloquially it means done manually, handcrafted.  Craft.



hechizo
Work done by the sorcerer, Warlock.  A fascination that causes a woman with her charms.  Witchcraft, enchantment,
charm, fascination, witchcraft, charm, seduction, attraction, magnetism.  In Colombia we also say spell to an object or a
weapon built in a very traditional way.  Manufactured, constructed, prepared using traditional methods.

hecho a brazo
In Colombia it means that it has succeeded in emerging with struggle and sacrifice.  That his accomplishments are on
his own merit.  He has effortlessly achieved his goals. 

hecho lata
It means damaged completely finished, finished, crushed.  Total loss.

hechos
Events, cases, events, actions, events, events, works.  Plural of fact.  Turning to.  It is the name of two books of the Holy
Bible, which tells the acts of the Apostles.

hecker
Hecker is an American surname.  The name of a Canadian name musician is Tim Hecker.  He lives in Los Angeles and
was born in Vancouver.

hecla
Hecla, or better yet Hekla, is the name of a stratovoltan from southern Iceland.  It is a curious volcano because its crater
has a form of crack or fissure that reaches more than 5 kilometers.  It is also called Heklugjá.  It was called the "Gate of
Hell" or "The Prison of Judas".  It is also the name of an American mining company, based in Burke, Idaho and that had
activities in Venezuela.  It is dedicated to the extraction of gold and silver.

hectolitro
It is the name of a Capacity Measure of the Decimal Metric System.  It is used to measure liquids.  It is a multiple of the
unit which is the liter and equals one hundred liters (Hecto, means 100 ).  Its abbreviation is Hl ( the H must be
uppercase by being a multiple.  If you type with lowercase, you confuse submultiples.

hector
Hector is more suitable.  It is a male name of Greek origin and means the protector, which protects.  Name of the son of
the king of Srymo Trojan.  In Greek mythology he was a Trojan prince, famous horse tamer.  He was in charge of the
defense of Troy and was killed by Achilles. 

hectómetro
It is the name of a decimal metric length measure.  It is a multiple of the unit that is the meter and equals one hundred
meters (Hecto, means 100).  Its abbreviation is Hm ( the H must be uppercase by being a multiple.  If you type with
lowercase, you confuse submultiples.

hecuba
Hecuba or Hécabe is more suitable.  Name of a character from the Lyaada.  In Greek mythology, she was the wife of the
king of Troy, Rymo.  She was the mother of Hector, Paris and Cassandra.  She was Dimas' daughter.  Name of a Queen
of Troy.  Name of a tragedy in Euripides.  Name of an asteroid. 



heder
It means issuing or emit an unpleasant odor.  Issue bad smell.  Stench.  Stinking, annoy, bother.

hedionda
It means it smells bad.  It smells ugly, disgusting smell.  It means pestilent, fetid, stinky, nauseating, disgusting, smelly. 

hediondilla
It is the common name of several different plants.  One of the plants is a shrub of scientific name Cestrum parqui, which
belongs to the Solanaceae family.  It is toxic to livestock.  It has medicinal uses.  The other is a herbaceous plant,
Roldana lineolata or Roldana candicans, of the Asteraceae family.  It is toxic and of medicinal use.  Another plant known
by the same name of hediondilla, is one that is also called governor or creosote bush.  It is a precursor in highly altered
ecosystems.  Its scientific name is Larrea tridentata of the family Zygophyllaceae.  It is also toxic and also has medicinal
uses.  Diminutive of hedionde .  It means that it has a bad smell. 

hediondo
You mean fetid, it exposes a very bad smell.  Very unpleasant smell.  It sucks.  Stinky, stinking, smelly, nauseating. 

hedonista
Person who practices hedonism.  person who seeks pleasure as something fundamental in his life.  Person who
constantly seeks personal satisfaction.

hedonisto
hedonisto is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hedonist" being its meaning:<br>The correct word is
hedonistic and is valid for male and female. It means a person who seeks and intends to pleasure and well-being in all
areas of life. A person who always avoids the pain.

hedor
It means bad smell, fetish.  Emanation, tufo, tufillo, fog, fetish, pestilence.

hedrada
It means place where there are ivies.  Ivy cover.  It is the name of a small town belonging to Teverga, asturias.  There
are also Las Hedradas and on other parts there are also the Besadas in Oviedo and Zamora. 

hedrado, da
It means fractured, cracked, plowed, cracked.  It's a bend of stend.   It means cracking, fracturing, cracking. 

heel
It is an English language word that means heel.  It can also mean scoundrel, tarsus, or carcañar. 

heftalita
Horde of nomadic peoples also called White Huns or Shevetahuna.  Yta for the Chinese.  They were very important in
the history of Persia and India.  They are considered of Turkish origin. 

hegemonía



It means supremacy, preponderance, dominance, preference, superiority, authority.

hegemonías
Plural of hegemony.  It means supremacy, preponderance, dominance, preference, superiority, authority.

hegemón
It is a word of English, therefore it does not have tilde. To exert hegemony. Character or country that is powerful, strong
and who may exercise dominion over others. Leader who controls the others. Who reserves the domain.

heidy
The correct term is Heidy or Heidi ( It is a proper name ).  It is a name of Germanic origin woman means Princess  The
name of an anime, whose main character is an orphan girl who lives in the mountains.  Its origin is the book called Heidi
by Johanna Spyri Switzerland writer.

heladero
A person who makes or sells ice cream.  In Colombia it means very cold place, páramo. 

helado
Type of cold dessert, frozen food and usually with a base of dairy origin.  There are many flavors and combinations. 
Frozen, very cold, barren, icy, glacial.  In Colombia it is also used as a synonym for astonished, stupefied, overwhelmed,
stunned, terrified. 

helaje
It means very intense cold.  Freezing, cooling, gelidity.  Effect of a very low temperature.  No heat. 

helarse
Numb from the cold, stay frozen. Be stunned, flabbergasted, aterido, cow is.

helda
It is a woman's name, but there is also Elda.  Helda, h, is the name of a locality, belonging to Rapla, Estonia.  Also,
Helda is a Germanic female name, which means Warrior, fighter.  Elda, no h, is the name of a Spanish town in the
province of Alicante and is also a woman's name means Warrior, fighter.

heldua
It is not a word of Spanish language but of the Basque language. Its meaning is ripe ( 41 maturity;

helena
In Ancient it means torch, which illuminates, which shines.  It is a woman's name of Greek origin that means beautiful
and radiant like the sun.  Bright, resplendent.  Variant Elena .  Helena, with h and used as a noun means Greek,
originally from Hellas (Greece). 

helenismos
Hellenism is everything that is related to the Hellenic culture, or with Greek culture, on the stage including between the
death of Alexander the great and up to the beginning of Roman rule, i.e., between the 4th century BC and the 1st



century BC.

heleno
It comes from Hellas or Hellas (ancient Greece).  Male name variant of Helen (which also means torch, tea, the one who
shines or illuminates).  Stage name of an Argentine singer, whose real name is Miguel Angel Espinoza.  Name of
Brazilian footballer .  His full name was Heleno de Freitas.  He was nicknamed The Cursed Prince. 

heleria
Although many consider it vulgarism for ice cream, in Colombia we only consider ice cream to be the place where they
make or sell ice cream.  For us in Colombia helería is the place where they only sell blocks of ice (in some parts ice
cream is used). 

helga
Helga is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Helga." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Helga.  It is a
name of Scandinavian origin woman and means which is sublime.

helic-
It is a Greek prefix meaning helix, spiral.  Helix, propeller . 

helicicultura
It is the name given to the activity of rationally raising snails for gastronomic purposes. 

helicón
It was the name of the place where the muses met, according to Greek mythology.  Mount Beocia in Greece.  Where the
poetic inspiration comes from.  It is also the name of a very large wind musical instrument.  Trombone. 

helicóptero
It is a flying apparatus propelled by a main propeller of horizontal rotation and a secondary of vertical rotation.  It means
that it has wings in the form of propellers or blades.  It can do lift flight or fly in any direction.  In Zoology it is another way
of calling the dragonfly or mojaculos.  Insect odonate . 

helina
It is a variant of Helena, a name of Greek origin and meaning tea or torch or also native of Hellas, which comes from
Hellas (ancient Greece).  Character name in the Trojan War.  A character from Greek Mythology.  Name of an asteroid (
101 ) . 

helio &#40;apolo&#41;
helium ( 41 Apollo; It is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Apollo Helios" being its meaning:<br>HELIOS in
Greek mythology was the personification of the Sun.  He was the son of the Titans Hyperion and Tea.  He had two
sisters; Selene ( The Moon ) and Eos ( The 41 Aurora;.  Over time it was identifying more with Apollo the God of light,
beauty, perfection and harmony.  His equivalent in Roman mythology was Sol, specifically Sol Invictus.

heliodoras
Maidens adorers of the Sun.



helios apolo
HELIOS in Greek mythology was the personification of the Sun. He was the son of the Titans Hyperion and Tea. He had
two sisters; Selene ( The Moon ) and Eos ( The 41 Aurora;. Over time it was identifying more with Apollo the God of
light, beauty, perfection and harmony. His equivalent in Roman mythology was Sol, specifically Sol Invictus.

heliotrópicos
Plural of Heliotrópico.  It means it temporarily changes direction, following the sun.

helipuerto
It is a small delimited clear space in which helicopters can land and take off.  It can be located even on terraces of
buildings and is marked with a yellow circle on the ground, inside which there is an H of the same color.  It can also be
made improvised in the middle of the vegetation, clearing an area that allows without obstacle the operation of the
rotors. 

helkaria
It is a word in Basque language and means aide.

hella
Hella is incorrectly written and should be written as "Hella ( is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Hella is a trademark
of spare parts in the automotive industry.

helminto
It means long and soft body.  Worm or worm.  It means caterpillar, verme, larva, gusarapo. 

heloderma
It means studded skin, leather with studs or nails.  Refers to the rough skin of a poisonous lizard in northern Mexico.  It
is one of the common names of the lizard and also the genus name of those lizards, unique in the family
Helodermatydae.  It is also known as acalthepón, plyched lizard, bead lizard, spotted lizard.  Its scientific name is
Heloderma horridum.

helofilia
In Botany it means that it adapts or prefers the muddy or swampy terrain.  It refers to the condition of the plants that
develop in this type of soil.  Etymologically the word means that it prefers swamps, which prefers hollows or muddy land.

helva
It is a word of Arabic origin that means sweet.  With this name are called several Arabic sweets made from semolina. 
There are also sweets made with tahina pasta.

helvetic
It is an English word meaning Helvetic or Helvetic.  It can be considered synonymous with Swiss ( a ) .  From Helvetia.

helvetios
It is one of the names of a star in the constellation Pegasus.  It is also called Pegasi 51, which possesses the considered
first extrasolar planet, called Dimidium (formerly referred to by astronomers as Pegasi 51b or Bellerophon). 



hematíes
They are red cells present in the blood of animals and containing hemoglobin.  They help transport oxygen through the
bloodstream.  They are also called erythrocytes, red blood cells or RGR.

hemato-
It is a Greek prefix as Hema - which means blood.  It is widely used in medicine.

hematoblasto
In Medicine and Hematology, it is an immature blood cell form that gives rise to an erythrocyte.  Erythroblast.  It means it
originates the blood, which gives rise to the blood. 

hematofaho
hematofaho is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hematofago" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
Hematofago.  It means that it feeds on blood.

hematoquecia
It is the term doctor to denote the presence of output of red blood through the rectum. Among the causes may be cancer
in the colo, colitis or ulcers. Normally arises for bleeding in the colon or rectum.

hematoquesia
The correct term is hematochecia, with c.  It is the medical term for denoting the presence of red blood output through
the rectum.  Causes may include colon cancer, colitis or ulcers.  It usually occurs from bleeding in the colon or rectum.

hematóloga
Medical specialist in blood diseases .  Faculty specialized in Hematology.

hembras
Plural of female .  Female animals, which have the possibility of ovulation and having children.  They can gestar. 
Women, ladies, midwives. 

hemerografica
hemerographic is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hemerographic." being its meaning:<br>It belongs to a
hemerografía or is related to it. A hemerografía tab. Hemerografía is the branch of social sciences or communication
that is in charge of excerpting the most important features of written publications ( newspaper, magazine or other printed
document 41.

hemerophis
It means snakes or short-lived, short-lived, obfusced.  It is the name of a genus of officiating in the family Colubridae. 
They are only found in island territories of Yemen.

hemeroteca
It is the name given to a collection of newspapers or periodicals.  This type of collection includes magazines and
documents containing news. 



hemeroteico
The correct term is hemerotheic, always with tilde, which means relative to the collection of newspapers and magazines.
 Relative to the collection of publications such as newspapers, weekly newspapers or magazines. 

hemimetabolo
The correct term is hemimetabolo , always with tilde .  It is a technical term used in entomology and refers to an insect
that has incomplete metamorphosis.  It is the opposite of holometabolus which means of complete metamorphosis. 

hemión
Ancient wild ass originating in Asia.  It was also called an onager.  In Greek it means half ass, wild ass.  Its scientific
name is Equus hemionus and it belongs to the family Equidae. 

hemipene
In Biology it is the name given to each of the two sexual organs possessed by the squamous male reptiles (lizards,
snakes).  Etimologically it would mean half penis or half, but this simply is because they possess two limbs.

hemisferio
In geography it is the name given to the exact half of the globe, either divided by the equator or one of the meridians. 
The word etymologically means half a sphere. 

hemocitoblasto
It means immature blood cell.  It is a term used in Medicine and Hematology. 

hemoclismo
It means blood, bloody event, flood of blood bath.  It is the term to indicate rivers of blood, abundance of blood.  Product
of barbarism or war.

hemofilia
In Medicine is the name of a hemorrhagic disorder of an inherited nature, which manifests itself in that coagulation does
not occur in the proper way. 

hemografico
hemografico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hemografico" as meaning:<br>Hemografico is the same as
blood. It is the box that describes the composition of a blood sample.

hemorroides
In medicine are the irritated and inflamed veins of the anus and the lower part of the rectum. 

hemorroísa
In medicine is the woman who suffers from severe menstrual flows or a person who suffers from permanent bleeding. 
Woman with menstrual disorders.

hemostix
The correct term is Hemastix.  The Hemastix are plastic strips of 3 inches with a special material of reagent blood on the



tip.  They are produced by Bayer laboratories and serve to make detection of blood.  The tip with reagent will become
green if hemoglobin is detected.

hemotexina
The correct term is hemopexin.  It is the name of a protein found in plasma.  The blood serum.

hemotóxico
Substances toxic to the blood.  Toxic substances or toxins that destroy red blood cells.  Hemotoxins.  It is an enzyme
that produces poisonous snakes.

hemotrofia
Hematotrofia, hematopoiesis, feeding (nutrition) of the fetus or embryo, by means of the circulation of the blood of the
mother.

hemuresia
It is a medical term.  It is the abnormal expulsion of urine in the blood.  It can be a symptom of serious diseases.

henaje
It means produce hay to feed livestock.  Prepare the hay.  It is the action of dry herbs cut short to power subsequently
won.  Haymaking.  Drying and packing hay.  Drying and packing of cattle fodder.

hendedura
It means crack, crack, crack, crack, crack, slit, slit.  Cracks that form on the ground or in a material when forging or
drying.

hender
It means do, cause or cause a cleft.  Riving knife, slitting, cut, crack, crack, splitting, cascar, lajar.  Pass through a flow
of water, or cut a liquid.  Cross, sail.

hendidura
It means crack, crack, crack, crack, crack, slit, slit.  Cracking or separation that appears in a material when it forges or
dries .  It can also mean sinking.

henequén
It is one of the names given to a plant from which a valuable plant fiber is extracted.  It is characterized by being
extracted from it also a very toxic substance.  It belongs to the family Asparagaceae or Agavaceae.  Its scientific name is
Agave fourcroydes.  It is also known as agave, maguey, fique, cabuya or mezcal.  

henequénes
henequenes is incorrectly written and should be written as "Henequenes ( does tilde )." being its meaning:<br>They are
the same plants known in Mexico as agave, ki, sisal, sisal, sisal, pita, penca, maguey.  Its scientific name is Agave
fourcroydes and is in the family Agavaceae.  It should not be confused with fique or Colombian cabuya which has the
scientific name Furcraea andina, as they are very similar.



henicosana
Natural pheromone produced by the Queen of termites.  The correct term is Heneicosano.  It is the name of a
hydrocarbon of formula C21H44.  It has 21 carbons.  It is used as pheromone by the Queens of the termites and their
use as bait for mosquitoes of the Aedes genus.

henioca
In Greek mythology was a daughter of Creon (or Creon) King of Thebes and Jocasta's niece.  He had a sister called
Pirra.  It had a statue in the Temple of Apollo.

heno
Dry grass that serves as food for livestock.  Forage.  Name given to the Italian ryegrass (Lolium multiflorum) and the
common ryegrass (Lolium perennial), both are some grasses, family Poaceae.  They are also known as rye grass
pasture.  Mixture of dried herbs to feed cattle.

henoc
It is a name of male of biblical and Hebrew origin.  It is also written and recognized as Enoch, Enoch, Enoq and variants
with H.  It means "Consecrated to God" or also "the one who has experience, the expert".  Name of a Book of the Bible
of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, but not recognized by the other Christian Churches.  For a while he was part of the
Jewish Tanaj.  Name of several characters in the Book of Genesis in the Holy Bible: the firstborn of Cain, a son of Jared,
the father of matuselah, a grandson of Abraham.  It was also the name of a city founded by Cain.

henri
It is the French variant of the male name Henry, which is a name of German origin and meaning Prince.  In English it is
Henry. 

henrika
It is a woman's name in the Swedish language.  It means princess, woman of nobility.  It is a female variant of Henry or
Henry.  Variant in German of Enrique or Enriqueta .  His primary origin is German and means Prince.

hepigastrocele
The correct term is epigastriocele.  The prefix hepi, with h, does not exist.  EPI means above, over.  Epigastrocele
means nodule, tumor, cancer, hernia in the epigastrium (upper part of the stomach, close to the sternum).

heptacampeón
It means that he has been champion 7 times. 

heptacampeón heptacampeona
It means she's been a champion or champion seven times, but with the special connotation that they're consecutive. 
Séptuple champion or senior champion. 

heptágono
The heptagon is a geometric figure that has 7 equal sides.  Polygon with seven sides.

hepu
It is the name of a hypothetical Egyptian pharaoh of the XIV Dynasty, according to the Royal Papyrus of Turin.



hera
In Greek mythology she was a daughter of Cronus and Rhea.  She was the sister and wife of Zeus.  She was violent
and vindictive.  It was equivalent to Juno in Roman Mythology.  Name of an asteroid . 

heracles
Name of the greatest of the heroes of Greek Mythology.  It is equivalent to Hercules of the Romans.  The name means
Gloria or Fame of Hera.  Name of an asteroid ( 5143 ) .  Name of a tragedy of Euripides.  Name of one of the sons of
Alexander the Great, also known as Heracles of Macedon. 

heraldo
It means messenger, spokesman, emissary, sent, proclaimer announcer.  Name of a newspaper in the city of
Barranquilla .  Announcement, notice.  It heralds the arrival of something. 

heráldica
It means relative to the coats of arms.  Concerning coats of arms or heralds.  It is the Discipline that describes, studies
and explains the meaning of images and figures of coats of arms. 

heráldico
Relative to the coats of arms, which belongs to the coats of arms or heralds.  It is also a very rarely used male name. 
Name of a Colombian actor, whose full name is Heráldico Pérez Villamizar and whose stage name is Aco Pérez. 

hercinia
It is a woman's name, with variants as Hercilia and Hercidia, also with variants without H that are most common: Ercinia,
Ercilia and Ercidia.  It is a name of Greek origin and means tender and delicate. MIA was a bird or bird's bright plumage
of mythological or fantasy, origin who lived in the forests of southern Germany ( Forests 41 Hercynian;.

hercogamia
In Botany it is a term used to say that the anears and stigmas are very separated in the flowers, to avoid self-pollination. 

herculina
Herculina is the name of a large luxury yacht.  It is the name as it is known to a person born in La Coruña.  It refers to
the city of La Coruña.

herculino
It means relative to Hercules.  It is also another of the gentilicios used for those who are natives of La Coruña, in Spain. 
Brigantino , coruñés . 

hercynia
It was the ancient name of a forested region of Central Europe, in Germany.  It is also known as Hercynia Silva or
Hercynius Saltus (Forest or Region of Hercynia).   Hercynian Forest .  It is also part of the Hartz Mountains (wooded
mountain).  It is also the name of an asteroid (458).  Hercynia, is a variant of a woman's name of Greek origin and
means Tender and Delicate (Hercynia).  Hercinia was a bird or bird of bright plumage of mythological or fantastic origin,
which lived in the forests of southern Germany (Hercynian Forests). 

heredero



A person who is entitled to an inheritance according to a will.  Firstborn, son, successor, beneficiary, legatee,
descendant. 

heredia
In Costa Rica is the name of a City, a Canton and a Province.  It is a surname of Spanish origin.

hereje
Apostate, who denies his religion.  Wicked, infidel, Renegade.

herejotes
It is the plural and augmentative of heretic.  Derogatory way of referring to the heretics.

herencia
It means what is received by right or will.  What is inherited or received.  Set of goods and wealth that are bequeathed to
the successors.  Bequest, testament . 

heriberta
A name of female origin of is Germanic origin and means that makes your army to reach the glory.  Heriberto male
Variant.  Sweet and sour beverage prepared by University students in Zacatecas (Mexico).  Its name is due to the
inventor a Professor of chemical pharmaceutical of the University of Zacatecas, called Heriberto Campos Bernal,
Professor of chemistry,

herida superficial
It is a wound that does not represent gravity and only affects the skin. 

hermanarse
It means helping each other, being supportive.  Harmonize, become or feel like brothers (in a spiritual sense). 

hermano
It means that he is the child of the father, the mother, or both.  Consanguineous, colactaneous, relative, relative,
bereaved, neighbor.  It can also mean co-religionist, comrade, companion, friend or priest, priest, religious, coadjutor,
layman, friar, friar.  Brother. 

hermanos
Relationship they have between if the children of the same parents. People with ties of fraternity. Consanguinity. Ties of
friendship or companionship very pointed. People who belong to a same fraternity or a same creed.

hermatofago
hermatofago is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hematofago" as meaning:<br>The correct term is blood.  It
means that it feeds on blood, that drink or lick blood to feed.

hermes
It is a name of a male of Greek origin meaning the announcer or Messenger of the gods.  Name of several martyrs and
a Saint in the Catholic Church.  The name of brother of St. Theodora who was martyred.  The name of an asteroid



discovered in 1937.  Name of an atoll in Hawaii.  Messenger of Olympus.

herméticamente
In a hermetic manner or form.  It is waterproof, it cannot be breached, sealed, impenetrable.  It doesn't leak.  It has
characteristics of occult or esoteric.  Secret or mysterious.  Quietly, silently, reservedly or sullenly. 

hermia
It is the name of an asteroid (685).  It is presumed that its name is due to Hermes, the messenger of Olympus in Greek
mythology. 

herminia
It is a name of woman and of German origin.  It means the consecrated one to God.  Variant : Erminia . 

hermione
In Greek mythology it was the name of the daughter of Menelaus, King of Sparta and Helen of Troy (Odyssey).  Its
name derives from Hermes.  It is used as a woman's name.  It means Earthly, messenger, daughter of Hermes. 
Herminia variant.  Name of several English actresses: Hermione Norris, Hermione Corfield and the late Hermione
Gingold and Hermione Baddeley.  Name of an asteroid . 

hermione-
In Ancient Greece, name of a city of the Argolid, founded presumably by Hermion.  Name of one of the daughters of
Helen of Troy and Menelaus.  It was also called Hermione, Hermione, Hermiona or Harmiona, even also Ermíone
(without h).  Wife of Orestes, with whom she was the mother of Tisámeno.  Name of an asteroid ( 121 ) .  Ancient name
of Greek women, used in honor of Hermes the messenger of Olympus. 

hermosas
Plural of beautiful.  You mean beautiful.  cute, beautiful, very pretty.  In Colombia it is the name of a Páramo, which is
between the Departments of Tolima and Valle.  It is also the name of a Colombian National Natural Park, in the same
area and now called Gloria Valencia de Castaño.  Name of a valley in the Municipality of Chaparral, in the Department
of Tolima. 

hermosearse
In Colombia in a colloquial manner means makeup, preening and grooming.  You want to say be nice, beautifying
oneself.

hermosillo
Name of a Mexican city capital of the State of Sonora.  Name of a locality of Baja California (mexicali).  Surname of
Spanish origin .  Surname of Mexican independence caudillo, called José María González Hermosillo y Chávez . 
Surname of Mexican politician named Victor Hermosillo Celada. 

hermógenes
Name of a Greek philosopher .  It means born of Hermes, son of Hermes (the messenger of the gods in Greek
mythology). He was a disciple of Socrates and a teacher of Plato.  Male name of Greek origin .  It was also the name of
a potter and an architect, both famous in ancient Greece. 



hernandez
The correct term is Hernandez.  It is a surname of Spanish origin, patronymic of Hernando or Hernán.  Son of Hernán or
Son of Hernando . 

hernia
It means protrusion or exit of an organ from its cavity or natural anatomical structure.  It can occur along the intestines,
in the vertebrae, navel or groin. 

herodias
herodias is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Herodias" being its meaning:<br>It is a woman's name that is
contained in the Bible.  Spouse of Herodes Philip I and Herod Antipas.  He participated in in the intrigue for the death of
John the Baptist with his daughter Salome.

heroicos
The correct term is heroic, with tilde.  Plural of heroic .  It was made by heroes.  They denote a lot of courage and
daring.  It means epic, epopyic, noble, brave, bold, fearless, daring.

heroína
Woman who is characterized by performing feats in favor of a cause, especially patriotic.  Noble, brave, bold, bold,
fearless, courageous.  Female hero.  Name of a synthetic alkaloid and a very strong drug.  It is synthesized from
morphine. 

heroínas
Women who stood out in the emancipation.  Women's freedom.

herpetario
It is a place where they are bred, exhibited or have all kinds of reptiles.  It differs from the serpentine in that only snakes
are raised or exhibited there. 

herpetóloga
Person who is engaged in the study of reptiles.  Biologist who is dedicated to the study of reptiles.

herramienta canvas
Canva is more suitable.  It is a software tool, used in graphic design, that allows you to drag and drop photos.  You have
access to many millions of photographs.  It has more than 15 million templates and serves among other things to make
or design posters.  The word canvas in English means canvas, and photography uses the term to designate a canvas to
make impressions. 

herrero
Person who forges iron.  Worker who works with iron.  Person who owns a blacksmith's shop.  Stable worker who
changes the horseshoes of horses.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.

herriak ez du barkatuko
It is a voice of the Basque language and means " People cannot forgive " or " The village does not forgive ".



herrin
The correct term is Herrín, with tilde.  Oxide of a metal.  It means rust, rust, oxidation, rust, patina, Cardenillo.

herrón
Iron augmentative.  Metallic and punch-shaped part that the trumpets have.  Last name of Spanish origin .  Last name of
a great cyclist of the past in Colombia, called José Hernán Herrón Arenas.   He was born in Urrao and participated in
Colombia at the Olympic Games in Rome. 

hertha
Name of a goddess from Norse Mythology, who was also called Nerthus, Njoror, Hlodin, Eartha.  She was the goddess
of fertility or Mother Earth.  Name of a steamboat that sailed along the rivers of Berlin and in which parties and walks
were held.  Woman's name in German, outdated and of little use.  Name of a very traditional football team in Berlin. 
Name of an asteroid ( 135 ) . 

hertzianas
It means relative to Hertz, named after the German physicist Heinrich Rudolf Hertz.  They are a class of electromagnetic
waves or radio signals. 

herve
Hervé is the name of a town and a geographical area of Belgium in the Wallonne Region or Wallonia, with cheese from
the region and denominación de origen.  It belongs to the province of Liège.

hesicasmo
It is a word of Greek origin that means stillness, silence, inner peace, tranquility, calm.  Mystical union with God.  In
religion and theology it is a meditative ascetic doctrine and practice spread among Eastern Christian monks, starting in
the fourth century with the so-called Desert Fathers. 

hesitación
It means hesitation, doubt, indecision, distrust, suspicion.  Action and effect of hesitating which means hesitation, doubt,
distrust, hesitate, suspicion. 

hesitar
It means to hesitate, to doubt, to distrust, to hesitate, to be suspicious. 

hesito
It means doubt, hesitation.  Action and effect of hesitating, which means doubting, hesitating. 

hesitó
It means hesitated, hesitated, stuttered.  It is an inflection of hesitating that means to hesitate, to doubt. 

hesperia
Name of a Nympha in Greek mythology.  He died from the bite of a snake.  She was the daughter of Cebron, the river
god.  It was also called Héspere or Hesperie. 



hesperio
It means native to Hesperia, that is, the western land according to the Greeks, which included the Iberian and Italic
combs.  Western. 

hespérica
It means Hesperia.  Relative to Hesperia (Hesperos, meaning western land).  Belonging to or relating to the Iberian or
Italic peninsulas.  As for the Geology of Mars it is the name of the second geological era, between the Noachian and the
Amazonian. 

hespéride
In Greek mythology it was each of the nymphs who guarded the Garden or Garden of Hera.  They were Daughters of
Atlas and Hesperis.  Name of the stars of the constellation Torus (Taurus).  Nymph or evening star. 

hespérides
In Greek Mythology they were the nymphs who guarded the Garden or Garden of Hera.  They were Daughters of Atlas
and Hesperis.  Name of the stars of the Constellation Toro (Taurus).  Nymphs or sunset stars.  Name of Spanish
Oceanographic vessel.  The name of a city in the United States, in the State of Louisiana. 

hestes
Festivities, fire parties, traditional St. John's Night, to celebrate the summer solstice.  It's an Aranese tradition in northern
Spain.  Burn torches made with cherry bark splinters. 

hestia
For a time it was the alternative name of a satellite of Jupiter, today called Himalia.  Name of one of the goddesses of
Olympus in Greek mythology, it was a Sunset Nymph (Hesperide), who lived in the garden of the West.  She was the
daughter of Cronus and Rhea.  Name of an asteroid (46). 

hesván
Hesbán is more indicated.  It is the name of a village located in Bastamlu District, Eastern Azerbaijan Province, Iran.

hetaira
They were also known as heteras.  In the ancient Greece were company ladies, courtesans or refined prostitutes. 
Synonymous with prostitute, prostitute, Fox is now considered.

hete aqui
Little-used way of saying here are. Mostly in poetry is used.

hetera
In the ancient Greece, Lady-in-waiting, refined, courteous prostitute.  Hetaira.

heteroagresividad
It is the aggression directed toward others. Lately more use to denote the aggressiveness with people of the opposite
sex.



heterodon
It means different tooth.  It is the name of a genus of snakes in the family Dipsadidae.  They are completely harmless,
live in North America and feed on lizards and small rodents.

heterogenia
It is the same as Heterogenesis. It is a theory which States that living beings, can come from others different, prior to
them. Alternation of generations.

heterografas
It means they are written differently, but they sound or are pronounced the same.   Homophones.  They also have
different meanings.  For example up to and Asta.

heteroliodon
It means another Liodon, Liodon different.  The Liodon was a genus of Mosasaur reptiles that existed in the Late
Cretaceous, Mosasaurs.  They were of very elongated bodies.  In Herpetology it is the name of a genus of snakes found
only in Madagascar.  There are only 3 species

heterótrofo
It is a term used in biology.  It refers to the organism that is incapable of making its own organic matter from inorganic
substances, so it must be nourished by other living beings.  An organism that must be fed on other organisms. 

hetman
Hetman was the title that I was given to the highest-ranking military in among the Cossacks.

heuristica etimologia
The right thing is heuristic etymology, missed two tildes.  The etymology of heuristics is the same as Eureka, (comes
from the Greek euriskein) means find, find, find, belong.

heurística
It is practical and easily solve problems.  Practical intelligence, wit.

heurística etimología
It is a word of Greek origin meaning find, invent, discover, find.  It shares etymology with Eureka.  Related findings,
discoveries and inventions.

heven
Means heaven, Paradise (is a deformation of heaven).  The name of a tourist settlement in Zipolite is a Mexican nudist
beach in Oaxaca, overlooking the Pacific Ocean.

heveo
The descendants of Canaan who inhabited the city of Shechem in the Bible.  Hivites or hevea, is another way to call the
rubber or Syrinx, the genus Hevea is called and the scientific name is Hevea brasilensis (family Eiphorbiaceae).

hexacampeón



It means he has won six championships or six titles in the same competition.  He's achieved six crowns.  Champion six
times.

hexamerón
It is a theological treatise that describes God's work in the six days of creation.

hexapétalo
It is a term used in Botany, which means that it has six petals.  Flowers that have a corolla of six petals.

hexaptérigo
It means six wings.  Six-a-sided angel.  It is also a kind of cameldula or reliquary used by the Greeks.

hexasteron
It means six stars.  It comes from the Greek roots hexa (six) and aster, asteron (Star).  It is a way of referring in
astronomy a part of the constellation Taurus.

hexenhäuscher
hexenhauscher is incorrectly written and should be written as "Hexenhauser or Hexenhaus." being its meaning:<br>I
think that they sought to ask for Hexenhauser. In this case it means House of Bruges.

heyaz
It is also known or transcribed as Hejaz Heyas, Hejaz, Hijaz, Hedjaz (are Arabic words).  It is the name of a Kingdom
and a Region of the Northwest of the Arabian Peninsula.  Its Capital is Jeddah.  It belongs to Saudi Arabia and its
largest cities are Mecca and Medina.  The name of a railway linking the cities of Damascus and Medina, mountainous
Region of the Arabian Peninsula, bordering the Red Sea.

hécate
Hecate is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hecate." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Hecate. 
Goddess of the wild lands and deliveries in the ancient Greece.  He also received the name of Hecatea.  Goddess of
witches and puzzles, trivia games, or encrucujadas.

héctor
The correct term is Hector.  It is a name of a male of Greek origin and means the guard, which protects.  Known in Troy
as a Tamer of horses.  Trojan Prince who defended Troy of the achaeans and who was killed by Achilles.  Surname of
German footballer, Jonas played as defender of left side and name.

hécuba
Character name from Greek mythology and the Iliad.  It was the name of Priam's second wife.  She was also called
Hecabe.  She was Queen of Troy.  Name of a tragedy of Euripides.  According to the Iliad she was the daughter of
Dimante or Dimas, king of Phrygia.  According to Euripides and Virgil she was the daughter of Ciseus king of Thrace. 
Name of an asteroid ( 108 ) . 

hélade
Persons originating or inhabitants of a region located in the north of Greece in Thessaly.  Name of an ancient city in that
same area.  It is an endym or gentile given to the inhabitants or born in Hellas or Greece.  Greek ( a ) .  Descendants of



Helen, the son of Deucalion and Pyrrha. 

hélice
In Aviation, turbine, rotor.  Blades or set of fins that rotate on the shaft of an engine.  Blades.   In Geometry is a curved
body that has a constant twist or curved line that maintains a constant in its tangents.  It conforms according to the
Lancret Theorem.

hércules
Name of a mythological hero of Ancient Greece.  He was also called Heracles.  He was the son of Jupiter and the mortal
Alecmena.  Name of Spanish football team based in the city of Alicante.  Name of a son of Alexander the Great and
Barsine.  Name of a musical plot by Friedrich Handel.  Name of several films about this mythological hero. 

hérnico
It was the name of a pre-Roman people who, along with the Sabines and Latinos, populated central Italy. 

hésen
It is one of the common names giving Mexicans to the a shrub that is also known as Tesen, tesen, iron tree, stick of iron,
tree or cat's claw.  Its scientific name is Tesota tree belongs to the Fabaceae family.  It is edible with salt and sweet.

héspero
It means hesperium.  Native of the West, Western.  Native of Hesperia, that is, the integrated territory of the Iberian and
Italian peninsulas. 

hética
Hetica is a person who suffers from tuberculosis or phthisis bulbi.  It is characterized by being very skinny, thin, skeletal,
bones.  Without meat.

hiades
Also called Hyadas.  It was the name they received in Greek Mythology.  the 5 rain-making nymphs: Fésile, Coónide,
Cleea, Ugly and Eudora.  They were daughters of Atlante and Playone.  Name of a cluster of stars of the Constellation
Taurus that in the night sky form a giant "V".  It is the most studied cluster by astronomers. 

hialina
It's a glassy-looking substance.  It means transparent, crystal clear, crystalline. 

hibakusha
It is a Japanese word that defines a person affected by the atomic bomb.  It means bombed. 

hibernación
It means winter sleep or winter dormancy.  It is a period in which many animals by adaptation, diminish almost all their
activity, decreasing their metabolism and spending prolonged periods of sleep. 

hibernas
Inflection of Hibernate. It is the ability that have some animals adapt to spend the winter. Usually decrease the



metabolism and sleep for very long periods of time. Aletargamiento.En medicine is a method of anesthesia, using cold.

hibernia
Name that in antiquity and in Latin was given to the Island of Ireland. 

hibisco
Common name of a medicinal plant.  It is used for blood pressure.  It is of the family Malvaceae and the genus Hibiscus.
 There are many species of hibiscus. 

hibris
It is an ancient Greek concept that was defined as the punishment of the gods. Basically it was the human attempt to
transgress the limits imposed by the gods to mortals. The excess was considered as lack of impulse control.

hibristofilia
It is the attraction for criminals or for people who attack others or do not comply with the rules fully. 

hicistes
It is a wrong way of saying you did.  It is a turning point to.  It means create, build, assemble, Act, do, obtain.

hidalgo
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is also a Mexican State, whose capital is Pachuca de Soto.  It is synonym
of nobleman, Aristocrat, Lord, Knight, linajudo, magnanimous.

hido
I think they ask for gone ( without h).  You mean lack of judgment, distracted.  Ido is also the name of a universal
auxiliary language, perhaps the second most used, after Esperanto.

hidráulico
It means water or hydraulics.  It means that it is moved, that it works or acts using water or any other liquid. 

hidro
Hydro or Hydra, can be prefix or suffix. In Greek, it means water. Hydrophobia ( 41 water hatred; have it as a prefix and
suffix 40 as anhydrous; Waterless - Dehydrated - dried ). By the way the word dehydration, Hydra, is in the Center and
also means water. Hydro is also a familial form of call to a hydroelectric plant.

hidrobiologa
The correct term is hydrobiologist, always with a tilde.  She specializes in Hydrobiology.  She is the biology professional,
expert in aquatic life.  Biologist specialized in aquatic ecosystems. 

hidrobiológico, ca
It means relative to aquatic life.  Relative to living things found in the aquatic environment. 

hidrocarburos



They are carbohydrates.  Petroleum.  Chemicals that contain carbon and hydrogen.  Substances originating from the
decomposition of organic matter and under pressure cans for many millions of years.  Basic compounds that organic
chemistry studies.

hidrodegradable
It means it degrades with water or moisture.  It loses its structure and condition when wet. 

hidrofita
Plant that is typical of humid environments or aquatic ecosystems.  Aquatic plant. 

hidrolato
It is a chemical resulting from steam distillation of essential plant oils.  Floral essences.  They are used in aromotherapy.

hidrolavadora
It is a machine adapted to release pressure water.  It's much more powerful than a hose.  It is also called a
hydrocleaner. 

hidrolipídica
Etymologically means that it has fat and water.  It is the name of a natural layer that protects the skin.  It is mainly
composed of sweat, tallow and water.  Natural barrier or wrapping that protects the skin. 

hidromurias
Hydroelectric Project that runs in Murias, a Spanish municipality in Zamora or on the river of the same name.  Word
invented by Julio Cortázar.  It can mean chaos, confusion, lethargy. 

hidroneum
It means it has water and air.  Class of pumps or pressurizers. 

hidrosolubilidad
It is the quality of a solid to be soluble in water.  Solubility in water.  Quality of dissolving in water. 

hidrotermico
hydrothermal is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hidrotemico" as meaning:<br>The right thing is hot water (
With tilde ). It refers to the geological resource represented in thermal waters containing dissolved minerals. these
waters of high temperatures are usually considered medicinal.

hidrófita
Plant that is typical of humid environments or aquatic ecosystems.  Aquatic plant.  That lives in the water, that lives in
the water. 

hiece
It is a reference or line for the Toyota automotive brand utility trucks. They are similar to the Van, but mostly for freight.



hiedra
It is a common way to refer to a climbing plant, a vine.  It is usually referred to as plants of the genus Hedera and the
family Araliaceae.  Also commonly called ivy plants Calystegia sepium of the family Convolvulaceae (also known as
albohol, bell or correhuela) and the dioeic Bryonia of the family Cucurbitaceae (also known as nueza, devil turnip,
tendril, tuca, brionia). 

hiel
It means yellowish fluid that occurs in the gallbladder, bile.  It can also mean mood, anger, irritation, roughness,
heartbreak, bitterness.

hiemal
It means relative to winter, winter.  Short day and very long night. 

hiena
She's a wild beast very dog-like.  It belongs to the family Hyaenidae.  She has night habits and is a scavenger.  There
are 4 species.  The striped hyena has the scientific name Hyaena hyaena and that of the stained hyena is Crocuta
crocuta .  The other two species are Hyaena brunnea (brown hyena) and Proteles cristata (shy hyena or earth wolf).  It
also means cruel, brutal, wild.  Name of an Argentine Navy ship that participated in independence.  He was a Brigantin
type. 

hierático
It can mean related to hieroglyphics or sacred scriptures.  That it is of great solemnity or that it is very sacred. 
Inexpressive, rigid, it does not express or reflect feelings. 

hierba
It is a type of herbaceous plant.  Plants that lack thick branches and small port. Plants that measure less than 50
centimeters in height.  Yerba matte, WISP, yabajo, yuyo, forage, feed, hay and straw.

hierba de temazcal
Herbs used for steam baths.  There are many aromatic or medicinal herbs which are used in Mexico for steam baths. 
The most common are Rosemary, ruda, pericón, capulin, Mallow, muicle, and eucalyptus.

hierba del cuervo
They are plants that are used in Mexico as condiments and smell plants.  They belong to the genus Clotalaria of the
family Fabaceae.  The most frequently used common names are rattlesnakes, cascabelito, chipil, chipilín garbancillo,
rattle, thunderstrike, vichi, bichi.  They are basic to the milkweed.

hierba maestra
It is ina herbaceous plant's medicinal uses, whose scientific name is Artemisia absinthium, is from the family
Asteraceae.  It is known by other common names such as bitter wormwood, absinthe, asensio, ajorizo, yerba santa.

hierba vinagrera
It is a term used in Mexico that are generalized uns number of plants of the genus Rumex, of the Poligonaceae family. 
They have a sour, slightly bitter flavor and are used as a condiment, to make sauces and elsaladas.  They are
commonly known as sorrel, sorrel, sorrel, maxtla, cow, mamaxtl language, agrilla, axococo, majuela, galley, perucho,
cruet.



hierbabuena
It is one of the common names of an aromatic herb and medical uses.  It is also called yerbabuena, garden mint, roman
grass, Santa Maria grass, Holy grass, garden sandals.  Its scientific name is Mentha spicata and belongs to the family
Lamiaceae.   .

hierbecillas
Plural and diminutive of grass.  Small herbs.  Small herbaceous plants. 

hierno
It's the same as your elder.  In family slang, husband of a daughter (with respect to her parents, who are called by him,
"in-laws") .

hierograma
Tell yourself about the graph, line, symbol, sign or character typical of the hieratic Egyptian script (sacred).

hieródulo
In ancient times it was the name given to a slave dedicated to the worship of the gods, for this reason, he was also
called a slave of the temple.  They were more closely related to deities from Syria, Phoenicia, and Asia Minor. 

hiervesilla
The correct term is boiling, with b and c .  It's a diminutive of grass.  Herbaceous plant of small pore.  Tiny plant. 
Plantica.  Small grass.

hifa
It is each one of the filaments or strands that make up a fungus.  You may or may not be branched.  In Greek it means
network.  The hyphae form the mycelium or mushroom body.  Filament that forms the fungi.

high tech
These are English language terms that mean high technology.  Hightech is also a software and the name of a
technology services company.  cloud information management.   . 

highlight
It is a term in English idima meaning highlight.  It means high lights or bright lights. 

higia
In Greek mythology she was the daughter of Aesculapius.  She was the goddess of health of the Greeks.  Name of an
asteroid . 

higiene
That part of medicine that aims at the preservation of health and the prevention of diseases.  Health science and
grooming practice that promotes good health and well-being.  Healthy cleaning or grooming practices.  In Colombia, it is
also a way of referring to public health entities. 

higieya



In Greek mythology, name of a sister of Telésforo, Yaso and panacea.  She was also called Higía and was the daughter
of Asclepius and Lampecia's daughter.  SDiosa of healing, healing and cleaning.  Goddess of Health (from which the
word hygiene comes).

higo
It is another name that is known to the Breva.  The result of the short or fig.  Its scientific name is Ficus carica.  It
belongs to the family Moraceae.   It has a fruit that is preparing a very delicious sweet.  In Colombia the figs with
arequipe and cheese are a delight for Christmas time.

higrina
It is a derivative of pirrol.  It is a yellowish oil with strong smell and pungent taste.

higroskopiko
higroskopiko is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hygroscopic" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
hygroscopic.  It means related to moisture or absorbing it.  It retains or assimilated the moisture.  Desiccant.  To dry.

higrotérmico
It means that it refers to temperature and humidity conditions.  Hygrothermal comfort is an ideal state of body
temperature in which activation of thermal self-regulators is not required. 

higua
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is the second surname of a Colombian writer, journalist and engineer
named Angel Galeano Higua.  Iguá , without h and with tilde is the name of a tree.

higuerilla
It is a plant (the only species) of the genus Ricinus and genus of the Family Euphorbiaceae.  Gets the common names
of Castor, castor, Spurge, higuereta, higuerilla, infernal fig.  Castor oil is extracted from it.  Its seeds are quite toxic and
can cause death or severe damage to the liver and kidneys.

higuerón
It is also called ibapoy, grabaper or matapalo.  it is a tree of the family Moraceae.  Its scientific name is Ficus
luschnathiana.  In Colombia name of a vallenata song.

higüera
It is the name of a historic lighthouse located in Rincon, Puerto Rico.  It is also called Punta Higuero lighthouse or Punta
Higuero Light.

hijesno
Very small bird breeding, which usually lacks plumage.

hijo
It means descendant, reindeer, shank, successor, heir.  It can also mean native, native, natural, born.  Another meaning
may be work, creation, production, product.



hijuelas
In Colombia is the part that inherits each of the children of a deceased parent. It usually refers to the partition of land.
Part of the land inherited by each child.

hijuepuerca o hijuepucha
These are exclamations of surprise used in Colombia.  In Colombia, and especially in the Department of Santander, the
interjection hijuepuerca is used as a demonstration of annoyance, pain, anger, impotence, surprise or displeasure.  It's
not necessarily an insult and it's not synonymous with.  The expression hijuepucha is also used in the center of the
country and with the same meaning.  They can be thought of as synonyms of uyyy or uff. 

hikikomori
It is a term of Japanese origin.  It is used to designate people who by their own decision temporarily isolate themselves
from society so as not to have social commitments in education, employment or friendship. 

hila
Set or group of people, animals or things located behind each other.  Row , row, spun .  It's also a spinning inflection.  It
means sewing, knitting.  In Agriculture, the amount of water that is derived by a square section channel and has a span
on each side (Water spinning).  Fringe or yarns from the edge of a fabric or fabric.

hilacha
In Colombia means strand of thread coming out of tissue or hanging from it.  Shred of fabric which is a coupling with a
wire or spike.  JIRA, razgonazo, fiber, filament yarn.  It is also used to designate something of little value, rather
insignificant.

hilachento
It means you present or have yarns.  yarn fabric that with use forms loose strand fringes.  Of threads or loose strands. 
With yarns or fringes.  Fringe.

hilamiento
Hilamiento or frailty is a fiber thin threads.

hilar
It means knitting with strands of thread.  Hilvanar, weaving, sewing, sharpening, packing.

hilarante
It means that it causes hilarity, grace, jocularity, joy.  Funny, funny, cheerful, comical.

hilarantes
It means very cheerful, laughing, laughing out loud.  Plural of hilarious . 

hilaria
Festive, happy and joyful.

hilaridad



Explosive reaction of happiness, laughter, laughter.  It means loud, audible laughter, euphoria, jocosidad.

hilary
It's an English woman's name.  Hillary is also used.  It is the English version of the female name Hilaria of Latin origin
and means the party girl, the cheerful one, the one that likes parties.

hilas
Lint is a tipping Jenny.  It means weaving, sewing.  Convert a fiber into thread.  Produce thread the spider to its Web.  or
a silkworm to build its cocoon.  Lint also in ancient Greece was the son of the King of the Dríopes called Tiodamante. 
They refer to it as of extraordinary beauty and which became one of the Argonauts.

hilda
It is a woman's name of German origin and means the heroine of the struggle.  Victorious warrior.  It is also used as an
apocope of the feminine name in German Hildegard or Hildegard which means the enclosure or place of battle. 

hilda-
It is a woman's name of Germanic origin and means the heroine of the fight.  Victorious warrior .  It is also used as an
apocope of the feminine name in German Hildegard or Hildegard which means the enclosure or place of battle.  Name
of an asteroid (153) and group name of asteroids in orbital resonance with Jupiter.  Hildian . 

hildburg
Hildburg Hildeburg, is a German male name.  Also a site of battle in Germany in medieval times.  Literally in German
can mean jail, Dungeon, Dungeon, cell.

hildburg-
It can be dedicated to Hildeburg or Hildeburghausen, which is the name of a city and a district in Germany.  Name of an
asteroid (684) that was initially named by astronomers 1909 HD, 1928 PB, 1938 CT, or 1909 HD.  Hildeburh was a
fictional Danish character, appearing in the epic poem Beowulf. 

hilera
It indicates that there is a training, tail or a row, row in the same direction, one after the other.  Fila, tail, training, column,
series, String, String, String, string.

hilo
It means very long and thin rope.  Yarn, fiber, strand, yarn, filament.  It can also mean and figuratively sequence,
continuity, frame, cable or wire.  In Colombia it also means jet, runoff (of some liquid).

hilo dental
It is also called floss.  Thin fibre that is used for the prophylaxis of interdental spaces.  Also called dental floss to a
feminine inner garment very tiny, small and thin panty hose of a bikini or a thong garment that covers very little.

hilvanar
It is fast and improvised weaving two sections of fabric.  It's the same as stitching or packing.  It can also mean
preparing a draft or sketch of something almost always in an improvised and schematic way.  Join two parts of fabric
with spinners.



himalaya
It is the name of the highest mountain range on earth.  It is found in Central Asia.  It means in Sanskrit language the
house or the abode of the snow.   It has several peaks that exceed 8. 000 meters high. 

himenectomía
It is an incision in the hymen of a woman.  Opening of the hymen.  It is one minor surgery.

hinchada
It means inflamed, which has swelling.  It can also refer a group of fans, followers, fans or twisters of a team. 

hinchapelotas
Ancient recogebolas, in the sport of soccer.  He was the person who had the job of filling air balls when they
desinflaban.  Who inflated the balloons.

hincharse
It is the same as ignite, blown out, congest it.  It can also mean boast is, conceited, marginalise it, stuffing it or Gorge.

hinchazones
It means abnormal tissue bulges.  Plural swelling .  It means inflammations, edema, bumps, bumps.

hindú
Native of India, relating to India.  Also a practitioner of Hinduism. 

hiniesta
It is one of the common names of a plant belonging to the Fabaceae family.  It is also known as genista, retamo, retama
or retama de los tintoreros.  His scientific name is Genista tinctoria.  Name of a Spanish town, in the Province of
Zamora, in Castilla-León.  Iniesta, without h, is the surname of a Spanish football player, whose full name is Andrés
Iniesta Luján. 

hinojos
Knees. Spanish town in Andalucia.  Plural of fennel.  Fennel is a medicinal umbellifer plant of the family Apiaceae.  Its
scientific name is Foeniculum vulgare and is of Mediterranean origin. Fennel mean kneeling, his knees.

hiño
It's a heñir inflection.  It means kneading the bread with the knuckles of the fingers or the clenched fists.

hioscina
It is one of the names by which scopolamine or burundanga is known, which is a very toxic alkaloid, found in many
plants of the genera Datura and Brugmansia of the family Solanaceae. 

hipa
Colombia is a shaggy worm, poisonous Caterpillar or churrusco, resulting in much condition to itching or urticar.



hipalgesia
It is the same as Hipoalgesia.  It is the decrease in the level of pain.  Decrease in sensitivity, pain sensitivity below
normal, have low sensitivity to pain.  It is a natural feature of some people who endure or tolerate a little more pain than
the common or average.

hipanta
In Honduras is the name of a village and a stream or small river.  Broken Hipanta is in the Region of Paradise
(Honduras).

hipanto
It means under the flower.  It is also called hypantius.  In botany it is the concave receptacle of flowers with inferous
ovary.  On it in appearance come out or are born the corolla, the chalice and the stamens. 

hiparco
It is the name given a Greek Cavalry Commander in the antiquity.  Name given to craters of the Moon and Mars.  In
ancient times in Greece Hipparchus was a common name: A geographer and mathematician and various tyrants.  Why
they differ with the complement of its origin and therefore exist in addition to the geographer who was (also known as
Hipparchus of Rhodes) Hipparchus of Nicaea, Hipparchus of Athens and Hipparchus of Euboea.  Hipparchus is also the
name of a space program the Agency Space European (ESA).

hiparquía
Hiparquia was the spouse of Crates of Thebes, it was one of the first Greek philosophers and belonged to the school
clinic.

hipea
In Colombia it is an inflection of hipear.  It means suffering from hiccups.  It is also encouraging, urrar, encourage,
enliven.  spur (say hip, hip, urra).  Hyper.

hipercromia
It is the abnormal alteration of skin color.  It is the increase of the melancholy pigments in the skin.   Blackening, tanning
or redness of the skin caused by contact with some cosmetics or by a lot of sun exposure without using a blocker. 
Intensification in color tone.

hiperdulia
It can mean excessive veneration, supreme devotion.  Full dedication to serving or venerating.  It is a term used in
theology. 

hiperdulía
In Theology and Religion it is the cult of veneration, which can be to the Virgin, the Saints or the Angels.  It can mean
servitude, slavery, by peaceful and unreserved submission to God's will.  Full dedication to veneration and the Sacred. 
The word dulía is also used in the same sense.  Veneration, consecration to worship, devotion to a higher being. 

hiperendemia
In Public Health it is the edemia that affects between 50% and 75% of the total population. 



hiperestesia
It is a condition, in which a patient feels a lot of pain or is very sensitive, especially to pain.  High sensitivity to pain. 

hiperfagia
It is a disease characterized by an insatiable hunger, the patient maintains intense desires to eat at all times.  It usually
leads to morbid obesity.  It is also known as Prader-Willi syndrome.  In this case it is accompanied by mental problems
and genetic disorder.  Compulsive gluttony, gluttony.

hiperintensa
It is a very intense, very intense, tiresome, foolish person. In Colombia we say inmamable, unbearable. It superintensa,
too active, hyperactive. If the question is hypertensive, is a person with high blood pressure.

hiperkalemia
It is the high content of plasma potassium, 5, 5.  mmol/l.  Also referred to as hyperkalemia (Latin Kalium potassium is
and why its chemical symbol is K)

hiperlocal
It's a large place.  Large-scale property generally dedicated to commerce. 

hipermercados
Large surfaces.  Very large chain stores.

hiperpalatables
It means that they are very widely detected by the sense of taste.  It differentiates your taste easily.  They are very
palatable.  It recognizes its taste with ease.

hiperprosexia
Hiperproxesia in psychology is the excessive increase of attention. It can occur in people under hypnosis, in religious
ecstasy, by action of hallucinogenic drug use or physiological problems. Fervorosidad, self-absorption.

hipersensible
It means that it has a greater sensitivity to external stimuli.  High or higher sensitivity. 

hipervaloriza
To say that it greatly increases the value of something, which - dimensions or above - evaluates something.  Making
more expensive rather than actually see is worth.

hipervigilancia
It is extreme or exaggerated surveillance.  High-level surveillance . 

hiphopero
It's a way of referring to a hip hop artist.  Who plays hip hop. 



hipiatra
It literally means horse doctor.  Name given in Ancient Greece to a veterinarian specialized in the care of horses.  Horse
caretaker.  One of the most famous was Apsirto. 

hipline
Hipline or hip line is indeed the hip line. This is a necessary measure to make a pant or skirt a woman in such a way that
conform to the shape of your hips without leaving it too loose or very narrow, but exactly to size and contour. More than
term in English is in West Frisian.

hipnicos
The correct term is water, always with tilde.  It means relative to sleep.  It's a medical term for use. 

hipnosofo
The word hipnosofo does not exist in our dictionary but by etymology is clear that Hypnos Greek prefix means and the
Greek sifijo sofos means wisdom.  It would therefore be wisdom of the dream.

hipnotista
Person who practices hypnosis.  Hypnotist.  That induces sleep or that controls the will of another person. 

hipnotizar
It is to provoke a person or animal to enter a state of hypnosis.  Influence a person's mental and alertness.  Manage to
keep the gaze and attention of someone with attributes fixed.  It means to captivate, fascinate, bewitch, influence,
seduce, amaze, enchant. 

hipo
Unintentional and unintentional diaphragm shrinkage.  Alteration of breathing, with closure of the glottis.

hipoacusia
In medicine it is the partial loss in hearing ability.  Decreased hearing ability. 

hipobosco
It means the one who feeds on horses.  The one who lives and feeds on horses.  It is the name of an apter insect (it has
no wings), which is parasite of horses.  It usually feeds on blood.  Horse fly.

hipocaldermia
The correct term in medicine is hypocalcaemia.  It means low calcium levels in the blood.  Lower than normal
concentration of calcium in the blood.

hipocalemia
It is a term of use in Medicine.  Also known as Hypokalaemia or Hypokalemia.  Potassium is a metabolic disorder that
manifests itself in a low potassium content in the blood.

hipocondri
The correct term is hypochondrium.  It is each side of the abdomen located next to the navel.  Part of the abdomen



under the false ribs.  Literally means under the cartilage.

hipocondriaco
A person who suffers from hypochondria .  A person who suffers from physical pain caused by obsession and without an
apparent medical or clinical cause.  A patient with a mental disorder characterized by magnifying the severity of an
illness, despite having clinical evidence of its non-existence.  A person who worries excessively about his or her health
and feels ill. 

hipocoristico
The correct term is hypocoristic, always with tilde, because it is a sdrújula word.  It's the over-the-top, loving way to call
someone.  For example, Nicholas is called Nico or Teresa Tere or Zita.

hipocorística
It's the over-the-top, loving way to call someone.  Affectionate trimming of the name.

hipocresia
The correct term is hypocrisy, with tilde.  It is acting in an overlapping or fake dining way.  To appear a feeling that is not
felt or that is contrary to the real.  False in actions or words.  False, phry, farce, simulation.

hipocresía
It means falsehood, bending, pretending, disguise, comedy.  It's the attitude of showing something different from what it
feels like.  Attitude that pretends to deceive.

hipodérmica
May refer to a needle or syringe.  It means it is found, operated, works or applied under the skin.  It is a medical
instrument consisting of a hollow needle, a tube and a plunger, which is used to inject substances into the body.  Name
given to a theory suggesting the great effect that propaganda had on the community for war purposes.  It boomed
greatly between 1920 and 1930 between the two world wars and its main driver was researcher and publicist Harold
Dwight Lasswell. 

hipoecoico
It means that it produces less echo or bounce of waves.  In Medicine are nodules that look a little darker in an
ultrasound image.  It is because they have low ecogenicity i.e. the ability to reflect ultrasound waves (brightness intensity
of an ultrasound image).

hipoestesia
It is a medical term with which pathological loss in skin sensitivity is called.  Decreased skin sensitivity, numbness,
tingling.

hipofagia
It may mean eating little or in a smaller amount than necessary.  It can also mean eating horse meat. 

hipofobia
It is an extreme fear of horses. It is a psychological disorder consisting of an irrational fear of horses.



hipogeo
The correct term is hypogeum, although it is valid without tilde.  Mean on the inside of the Earth, underground, dug.  In
Egypt the burial chambers were called as well.  .

hipointensidad
Less than or lower intensity. Area with a capacity of emission of signal of resonance less than the considered medium or
reference.

hipolásico
hipolasico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hypoplastic." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
hypoplastic. It means that you have or have hypoplasia. It means having an organ or tissue with a development below
normal, incomplete or arrested development.

hiponatremia
It means low sodium content in the blood.  It can be detected by an ionogram.

hipoplásicos
Plural of hypoplastic. It refers to the abnormal, incomplete development or detained ( without completing ) of an organ or
tissue.

hipopotasemia
It is also called Hypokalemia, hypokaliemia or hypokalemia.  It is the low concentration of Potassium levels in the blood. 
It's the lack of Potassium in the blood.  It can be caused by continuous use of diuretics, frequent vomiting or diarrhea or
problems in the adrenal glands.  Also by consumption of drugs that inhibit the assimilation of potassium present in food.

hipopótamo
Very fat and big person.  The word as such means river horse.  In Zoology a mammalian animal of great proportions,
which inhabits swamps, rivers, lakes and water sources.  Its scientific nompre is Hippopotamus amphibius.  It is a very
territorial and aggressive animal.  It is found in sub-Saharan Africa and Colombia (where it was introduced and is
considered a pest). 

hiporreflexia
It is the medical term used to designate the low response to clinical examination of a patient, that is, that the
osteotendinous reflexes are turned off.

hipos
Short form of call to hippos. Sudden inspiration of air by spasmodic and involuntary contraction of the diaphragm and the
intercostal muscles.

hiposaedro
The correct term is icosahedron.  It is a polyhedron, or geometric body consisting of twenty (20) faces are equilateral
triangles or polygons.

hiposemia
In Psychiatry it is the reduction of communication through gestures, of expressive movements to communicate.  It can



also be called anímia or hypomimia. 

hiposensible
It means that it has a low sensitivity.  That the sensitivity is below normal. 

hipoteca
It is a right in rem, which is usually constituted in writing, in which it is established as a guarantee of the payment of a
credit, a property.  The use and domain is not restricted as long as the established fees are paid and is lifted once the
payments by public deed are finished. 

hipoxia
It means lack or decrease of oxygen in the cells.  It means lack of oxygen for proper breathing. 

hipólita
A woman's name, origin Greek, variant of the masculine name of is Hippolytus.  This means that handles the horses and
enters the battle.  It tells them familiarly Polo and Pola.

hipólito
It is a name of Greek origin male and means that leads horses and is thrown into battle.  Colloquial and family are told
Polo.  There is a female variant: Hippolyta (Pola).  In Greek mythology, son of Theseus and one of the Amazons.  It was
a great lover of hunting and the violent arts.  Name of the first antipope (after it was reconciled with the Church and is
considered a Saint).

hippies
They are referred to as hippies to the supporters and practitioners of the hippy or hippy movement of the years 60's
promoting love and peace.  He was a libertarian, anti-war movement anticultural (default values established patterns).

hippo-
It is a word of Greek origin meaning horse.  Name of an asteroid (426), named after Hippo, Hippon Basilikos or Hippo
Regius, an ancient city of Nunidia that was a colony of Tyre. 

hippodamia
It is the name of a genus of ladybirds, which belong to the family Coccinellidae.  The most representative species is the
Hippodamia convergens own North America.  In Greek mythology, Hippodamia was the spouse of the daughter of the
King of Olympia Oenomaus and Pelops.

hippodamia-
Name of an asteroid 692.  It is the name of a genus of ladybugs, belonging to the family Coccinellidae.  The most
representative species is the Hippodamia convergens native to North America.  In Greek mythology Hippodamia was
the wife of Pelops and daughter of the Olympian king Oenomaus. 

hipsipila
It is the castellanization of the term Hypsipyla.  It is the name of a genus of insects that belongs to the family Piralidae . 
Its larvae are very harmful to cedar and mahogany trees.  They are known as sweepers or drillers.  In Ancient Greece,
she was a queen of Lemnos, an island located in the Aegean Sea.  It was also called Hupsipule.



hipsis
In Ancient Greece it was the name of a famous vessel painter from Athens from the 6th century A.  C. 

hipsípila
It is the castellanization of the term Hypsipyla.  It is the name of a genus of insects that belongs to the family Piralidae . 
Its larvae are very harmful to cedar and mahogany trees.  They are known as sweepers or drillers.  In Ancient Greece,
she was a queen of Lemnos, an island located in the Aegean Sea.  It was also called Hupsipule.

hire purchase
It is an expression in English that means purchase by contract, purchase hired or purchase on time.

hirieo
Hyrieus is the eponymous name of a King of the Boeotian city of Hiria, in ancient Greece.  Father of Orion.  Name of the
Treasury erected at Orchomenus.

hirpa
In the Sabina or Samnite language (osco. umbro), from central Italy, it means wolf.  Hirpa is also a surname of Hindu
origin, which is common in India, Bangladesh and Ethiopia.  Region of the Hirpines or Samnites (Samnium), in central
Italy. 

hirsuta
It means bristled, heised, prickly, flechuda (usually referred to a hair).  It also means rough, huraña, sullen, hard.

hirsutae
It is a Latin term meaning hirsuta, bristled, standing hairs, hairy, hairy.

hirsuto
It means that it is rough, hard, stiff, rebellious.  Hair that is difficult to comb.  Hair bristle or that looks like spikes.  Hyspid
. 

hirtos
Plural of hirto .  In botany it is a kind of hair that covers some plant tissues that are straight and rigid.  Hirsutes, hyspids. 

hirundo
It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Hirundidae.  It means swallow.  Very common bird name, also known as
airplane or plane.

hirviente
It means it boils, it's very hot.  Referred to a liquid, which bubbles by heat.  It's boiling.

hisopo
In medicine is a bit usually lightweight wood or plastic that has at its end a cotton swab.  Used for cleaning minor
wounds or to take saliva samples.  It is also used to apply disinfectant in the tonsils.  In Colombia he received other
names such as also, swabs, swabs, straw.  Its use is not recommended to clean the nose or ears if not done with care.



hispalo
It was the name of a mythological character, son of Hercules and father of Hispan.  He is credited with founding Hispalis,
which is now known as Seville (Spain).  It is also another name given to the Guadalquivir River.

hispania
It was the name that the Romans gave to the Iberian Peninsula.  In Colombia, is the name of a municipality in the
Antioquia Department.

hispanistan
Very colloquial way to call Spain.  Land of Hispanics, territory of the Spanish.

hispano
Concerning Spain ( or Hispania ) .  Spanish. 

hispanovenezolana
It means that you have nationalities in Spain and Venezuela.  It may refer to someone born (a) in Venezuela and with
Spanish nationality. 

histeritis
It is a medical term that means inflammation of the uterus.

histérico
It means that he suffers or suffers from hysteria, that is, rage, bad temper.  Interestingly, the word comes from Greek
roots meaning womb and women were assigned hysteria or rage due to menstruation or the menstrual cycle.  Furious,
ill-tempered, bravo. 

histograma
Bar chart.  It is a graphical representation of certain numerical values.  It is a term used in statistics. 

historia
Science that studies the events that have occurred in the past and that are usually chained chronologically.  Story,
narration, chronicle, review, story.  It also means feat, legend, tradition.  Rumor, hoax, gossip, hoax, gossip, gossip. 

historial
History means guest reviews, history, references, data and information.  The possible record antonyms are: ignorance,
ignorance, confusion and misinformation.

historieta
It can be considered synonymous with comic strip or comic.  Story that is narrated accompanied by drawings. 
Sequence of bullets or images, accompanied by a text. 

historietas
It's the same as comic strips.  History derogatory.



historietista
A person who is dedicated to producing comic strips or comic strips. 

histrión
Theater actor who exaggerates the feelings and sensations of his character.  Former actor of a play . 

histriónicas
Histrionic plural.  It means it's theatrical or dramatic.  It also means that they reflect emotional instability.  Histrion
qualities.  It has the ability to reflect different types of emotions.

hit
It is a word of the English language that means hitting.   When used in Spanish it means reference signal, milestone,
mark.  It stands out, which is notorious.  In music it is used to designate a single disc that is very successful.  In
Colombia is a very popular brand of soft drinks.

hitazo
It's a way to refer to a great success, super hit.  Increased hit. 

hitera
The correct term is itera , without h .  It's an iterate inflection that means repeating. 

hitero
In baseball slang is the player who makes many hits, that is, he hits the ball, to drive runs or advance players on the
bases.  In Spanish it can be called impeller or chocador (ball) .  The word is derived from the term hit, in English, which
translates hit, hit, crash. 

hito en hito
It is to go by the entire boundary line for the entire border, from site to site and without leaving the route.  Impartially,
point by point.

hiu
In Colombia is the acronym for University children's Hospital.  It is a kind of hospital where physicians specializing in
Pediatrics.  In Manizales, Rafael Henao Toro Hospital.

híspido
It means that it is rough, hard, stiff, rebellious.  Hair that is difficult to comb.  Hair bristle or that looks like spikes.  Hairy. 

hmm
It is the onomatopoeia of a sense of pleasure to taste.  Very nice flavor, delicacy, tasty.

ho2
The correct term is HO2.  In chemistry is the peroxy Radical, it is very unstable.



ho2 entre papel
On important role of peroxy radical, ( 41 HO2; in the environmental chemistry is that you as any radical that helps to
oxidize the NO ( Oxide nitric ) to NO2 ( 41 nitrogen dioxide; no consumption of 40 O3; 41 ozone; , because helps to
accumulate 40 O3; ozone ).

hoatcín
It is one of the common names of a bird.  Hoatzin and even hoatxin are also used.  In Colombia it is also called
chenchena, pava hedionda or serere.  Water turkey, crested turkey or plume turkey.  It is known in other countries as
water turkey, shansho (pig), Its scientific name is Opisthocomus hoazin and belongs to the family Opisthocomidae
(meaning with plume or tuft behind the head).  The word of Nahuatl origin (huatzin), means pheasant. 

hoba
Fruit of the hobo tree, mango plum, chupadilla, crazy plum, jobo, yuplón or wild plum.  In Brazil it is called cajá or
taperebá.  Its scientific name is Spondias mombin and belongs to the family Name given to the largest and heaviest
meteorite in the world (largest block or piece of iron in the world as well).  It is located in the city of Grootfontein
(Namibia). 

hobab o shoaib
They are Muslim names that mean wanted, loved.  Hobab was a biblical figure, son of Jethro (or Reuel).  Brother-in-law
Moses era.  Shoaib is a name used in Pakistan.  Shoaib malik was player and currently captain of the Pakistan cricket
team.

hobbit
Jobit or better Hobbit, is an English term that means to be anthropomorphic.  Animal or being that looks like a human. 
Humanoid.  The term was created by the English writer John Ronald Reuel Tolkien, author of The Lord of the Rings. 
Way of calling in Anthropology homo floresiensis or the Man of Flowers.  

hobby
It is a word from the English language that means hobby, pastime.  Inclination, attachment, tendency.  In Spanish it is an
accepted word (anglicism).  Habituality, custom. 

hobo
Hobo is a tree, large enough for the family Anacardiaceae.  Its scientific name is Spondias mombin.  Get other common
names such as Joba, jobo, Plum (Colombia), jobito, plum joba (Venezuela), jocote (El Salvador), caja (Brazil) and
cedrillo in Bolivia.  In Nigeria they say isaba (Hausa language) and Iyeye (yoruba language).  Hobo is also the name of a
municipality in the Department of Huila (Colombia).

hocico o boca de un animal
It's the definition of jeta or horn.

hocicón
You mean talker, liar, liar, bluff.  Name of the newspaper that reads Condorito . 

hoco
It is one of the common names that receive some South American wading birds of the genus tigrisoma and family
Ardeidae.  Heron, Egret, bird Tiger, hoco.



hocofaisán
It is a bird of the family Cracidae, its scientific name is Crax rubra and is also known as big Kettle, pavon or Northern
Pavón.  It has sexual dimorphism (male black and female Brown).  The great curassow is found in forests from Mexico
to Ecuador.

hodierno
It means current time, today.  Present tense .  Modern, current, today. 

hogasa
It is a Honduran health program: health 40 of project homes managers; 41 HOGASA;. It is based on the implementation
of community health units, managed by volunteers trained in care for children under 2 years and pregnant mothers. It
includes food plans.

hoguera
Flame that is produced by burning something.  Combustion of materials.  Light, fire, pyre, campfire.

hoja de curri
Curry or Curry is a tree native to the India.  Its scientific name is Murraya koenigii of the Rutaceae family.  Its leaves are
used to enhance the growth of the hair.  The leaves are spicy and pungent odor.  He is said that it is also for medicinal
use as a contributor of antioxidants and serves for controlling diabetes.

hoja rota
Broken leaf or leaf leaf is the name of a plant in the arecaceae family.  It also gets the names of cerimán, phylldendron,
tiger hand or Adam's rib.  In Colombia we also call it a bullet.  Its scientific name is Monstera delicious.  It is
characterized by large leaves full of perforations.

hojal
It is a group of leaves, a set of blades.  Leaf litter.  To refer to the hole or hollow point where the buttons is eye without h.
 Mexico is one of the common names of a plant also known as foil cheese, kento, bojillo popal, chantó, platanillo quento,
pennants, laguna blade.  Its scientific name is Thalia geniculata and belongs to the family Marantaceae.  Used to wrap
cheese, meats or tamales.

hojalata
Thin sheet of steel and tinned.  Brass.  Material that is used for the manufacture of jars to pack many types of food. 

hojalà
The correct term is hopefully without h.  It means that God wants, may be, God will allow it.  Expresses the desire that
Lake which is considered good or beneficial.  Good desire.

hojaldra
Colombia also says puff.  Cake has several layers of crunchy and will usually stuffed with dulce de guayaba or dulce de
leche.  They are also stuffed with meat.  Dough sheet, mille-feuille, iron maiden.  Flaky bread.

hojeada
It means covered in leaves, with foliage.



holanda
It is the name of a historical and cultural region located in the west of the Netherlands or Nederland.  His name was
Holland and he gave the country its name for a long time.  Kingdom that was ruled by Louis Napoleon I Bonaparte
between 1806 and 1810.  The official name of the country is currently the Netherlands and its gentile Paisbajense or
Dutch.  Holland was also the name of a type of fine fabric from which shirts and sheets were made. 

holandeta
It means fabric for linings.  Holandilla . 

holandilla
It means lining, filling, reinforcement, interseding, wadding, canvas.  Piece of fabric. 

holanes
It is the plural of holan.  It is a type of fabric or thin canvas that is used to make shirts or also to decorate curtains.

holártico
It means it is inside the CAP top land, North, North.  Arctic and boreal.  The boreal area in essence, the region of the
terrestrial sphere, which is located between the line above the Tropic of Cancer passes the Arctic circle and reaches the
North Pole.  North of the land Cap.  It is the less biologically diverse region.

holbrookia
It means dedicated to John Edwards Holbrook, a herpetologist.  From Holbrook.  Holbrook Lizard.  It is the name of a
genus of lizards belonging to the family Phrynosomatidae .  They are known as spiny lizards and are only found in North
and Central America.  A special feature is that they possess "a third eye", pineal eye or parietal eye.

hold
It is not a word in the Spanish language, but English. It means embracing, grasp, hold. In a telephone apparatus,
indicates standby.

holgabase
holgabase is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Holgabase (with accent)." being its meaning:<br>It is an
inflection of idle is. It means expand, expand, expand, be spaced, open, extend. Prosper, let off some steam.

holganza
It means period of time dedicated to rest.  Rest, recreation, leisure, vacation, fun, solace.  It can also mean apathy,
laziness, idleness, inactivity, grocery. 

holgó
Expanded the dimensions of the garment, he rested after a great effort, it was idle.

holis
Holi, Holly u Holis is a common form of call Pyracantha shrub in Colombia the family Rosaceae coccinea.  Also referred
to as Mortiño.  Its fruits are edible for birds.



holisticas
Belonging or relating to holism. The holistic is a trend or current that analyzes events from the point of view of the
multiple interactions that characterize them. Holism assumes that all the properties of a system cannot be determined or
explained as the sum of its components. In other words, holism sees the entire system behaves differently than the sum
of its parts.

holiwis
It's a term that becomes popular on WhatsApp : It's just a greeting and it means hello. 

hollar
It means compressing or crushing something with your feet.  Step, leave your mark.  It can also mean humiliating or
despising.

hollejo
In Colombia it is the residual solid part of the cane, after taking the juice out of the trapiche.  Orujo, bagasse.  Solid
waste material in a trapiche.  Residual skin of the grapes after tread.  Skin of some cereals and some fruits.  Shell.  Skin
residue left by slag.

hollejudo
Hard and rough skin.  It has protruding on the skin or shell.  That has skins or pomace. 

holly
Holy , holi , holly, joli or holis are a common way to call in Colombia the shrub of Pyracantha coccinea of the Rosaceae
family.  It is also known as Mortiño.  Its fruits are edible for birds.

hollys mortiños
In Colombia they are two names of a shrub that produces fruits very desired by birds.  Holy, holi, holly, joli or holis can
also be used which are common ways to call pyracantha coccinea shrub of the Rosaceae family in Colombia.  It is also
known as Mortiño.  Its fruits are edible for birds.  There is another shrub called a mordice and also known as sweetness
or wild greed.  It is from the family Ericaceae and its scientific name is Vaccinium meridionale. 

holmia
It is the name of a genus of extinct arthropods, called trilobites.  They lived in the Lower Cambrian in territories of what is
now Morocco, Poland and Scandinavia.  Name of an asteroid . 

holo
It is a token class or cryptocurrency.  It is also a type of application that allows its users to make transactions in
cryptocurrencies. 

holocausto
Name by which the persecution and extermination of the Jewish people is known, sponsored by the Nazis during World
War II.  Genocide of the Jewish people by the Nazis.  In Hebrew it is called Shoa and translates catastrophe.  For the
Nazis it was the "Final Solution" of the Jewish question (Endlösung). 

holocracia



Organizational or government system in which there are no hierarchies, all are the same and decisions are made by
agreement and horizontally.

holodactylus
It means single finger (equal fingers).  It is the name of a genus of night lizards or geckos belonging to the family
Eublepharidae.

holodomor
It is also known as Ukrainian Holocaust or Ukrainian Genocide.  National Tragedy of Ukraine, occurred between 1932
and 1933 in which between 2 and 5 million Ukrainians died of physical starvation, due to the policies of Joseph Stalin.  It
affected other regions of the Soviet Union and affected almost 12 million people.  The word Holodomor translates to
"starve to death." 

holoendemia
In Epidemiology it is the endemic that affects a percentage greater than 75% of a population or more than three
quarters. 

holy
Holy, Holi, Holly, Joli or holis are common ways to call in Colombia to the Pyracantha coccinea shrub of the family
Rosaceae.  It is also known as Mortiño.  Its fruits are edible for birds.

homalophis
It means flat snake, flat belly, like the floor.  The term is forged from the names of homalo (floor, flat) and ophis (ofidio,
snake).  It is the name of a genus of snakes that belongs to the family Homalopsidae .  They are only found in Borneo
and there are only 2 species.

homam
It is a male name used in Arab countries, which means lucky, lucky or also hero, famous.  Name of a star .  The name is
of Arabic origin.  It is also called Humam or Lucky Star, hero's lucky star.  For astronomers it is also called Zeta Pegasi,
Z Pegasi, Z Peg or 42 Pegasi.  Belong to the constellation Pegasus.  Name of a footballer of Qatari origin, whose full
name is Homam Ahmed.  He is 23 years old. 


